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The world can now review dynamic web and social 
media content in Relativity®️ as an interactive native site.

THE SEARCH FOR COMPELLING EVIDENCE
Legal teams must access and use the most compelling 
and best evidence in all their cases. In today’s 
social world, content is dynamic and interactive. 
Unfortunately, dynamic web content is traditionally 
challenging to capture, preserve, review and present 
for legal teams. Since review programs traditionally 
only have static pdf’s or screenshots to review, there 
is much content that resides in fields that expand 
and collapse, websites written in dynamic JavaScript, 
hidden comment fields, or live video playback that 
are not revealed — causing the reviewer to miss 
vital information. 

THE CHALLENGE OF NEW DATA TYPES 
Gartner research estimates that 80 percent of all data 
is unstructured and that presents a serious challenge 
for organizations trying to wrangle that information 
for eDiscovery. Email is no longer the only tool for 
company communications. Today, communication and 
collaboration in the modern workforce has shifted and 
fragmented across a host of platforms such as Slack, 
Twitter, Facebook, Confluence, Yammer, Quip and 
other applications — adding complexity and time to 
the overall review process. 

HANZO DYNAMIC REVIEW™ FOR RELATIVITY®,  
DELIVERS FULL CONTEXT THAT SPEEDS WORKFLOWS
Review is one of the most time-consuming efforts 
involved, and Relativity®️ has been at the forefront of 
streamlining this process for eDiscovery professionals 
worldwide. With Hanzo Dynamic Review™ integrated 
into Relativity®️ and RelativityOne, the review 
process for websites, social media and enterprise 
collaboration — the quickest growing content medium 
— has become 50 percent quicker. eDiscovery teams 
achieve this benefit from dynamic content review 
which delivers complete contextual information giving 
eDiscovery professionals the full story.
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FUTURE-PROOF THE CAPTURE AND REVIEW OF MODERN 
DATA SOURCES
Dynamic web content is difficult to collect defensibly because the 
contents are not in traditional disk-based stores, these web-based 
platforms require a live browser collection. Adding to the complexity is 
the fact that API’s for many of these platform/systems are often not well 
developed or have limitations. Hanzo’s pioneering native format crawling 
technology modernizes the approach and can capture anything you can 
see in a browser. By adding dynamic review capabilities reviewers can 
navigate data as it was intended to be viewed — future-proofing not only 
your collections but also your review.

UNCOVER HIDDEN DATA
Why accept an incomplete screenshot or print out, which doesn’t show all 
available data? Uncover evidence that is hidden by static review formats 
and get better insights by expanding comments and replies, watching 
videos, or reviewing hover-over text. 

NAVIGATION THAT HELPS YOU CONNECT THE DOTS
Websites are not linear in nature, so why review linearly? With Hanzo 
Dynamic Review™ for Relativity®️ you can navigate the complete and 
contextual data naturally. Use the native viewer to click on links which 
seamlessly sync you to the next logical record for tagging. Connect 
the dots more quickly with contextual review that’s only available in 
native format. 

SIMPLIFY WORKFLOW AND IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
It can be tedious to export, format, and import data sources for review. 
With Hanzo Dynamic Review™ for Relativity®️ you can easily import data 
and review all sources as part of your normal review process in half 
the time directly from within Relativity—no additional logins necessary. 
Navigating naturally through the evidence, makes it easier to hone in on 
salient information. Additionally, you can continue to use yourreview tool 
of choice, either Relativity®️ or RelativityOne for a familiar experience 
that allows for a quicker and more cost-effective process in completing 
legal review.

HOW CAN HANZO DYNAMIC REVIEW™  
FOR RELATIVITY® HELP ME?

STREAMLINE YOUR REVIEW
Law firms and corporate legal teams strive to settle legal disputes in the 
most cost effective and efficient way as possible. Try Hanzo Dynamic 
Review™ for Relativity®️ to improve your team’s review process.

Request a free demo at www.hanzo.co/contact-hanzo.
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